Lowest Cost Call Button Paging System

Easy-To-Use Two Call Button Paging System!

**Increased Caregiver Freedom**
The TL-5102TP is a Stand Alone Personal Paging System and includes two Call Buttons and one Caregiver Pager. When pressed, the Nurse Call Buttons send a wireless signal to the pager, alerting the caregiver that assistance is required. This simple, streamlined system allows you to eliminate in-room alarm noise and with a range of up to 300 ft., caregivers have the freedom they need.

**Easy Push-Button Operation**
With the press of a button, the resident is able to signal caregivers that assistance is required. The call buttons can be worn about the neck using the provided lanyard strap or wall-mounted using the provided plastic cradle for easy access.

**Versatile Pocket-Sized Pager**
The Caregiver Pager has two audible sounds to choose from and is small enough to be carried in a pocket or clipped to a belt.

Key Features:
- Insert batteries and it’s ready to use
- Audible alert pager with adjustable tone
- Range up to 300 ft.
- Lanyard Strap & Plastic Wall-Mounting Cradle Included
- Pager Battery Operated (2-AA)
Motion Activated Caregiver Paging System

Easy-To-Use Caregiver Alert!

No Noise in Room!
The Smart Caregiver TL-5102MP is a stand-alone motion paging system that allows you to eliminate in-room alarm noise. The Motion Sensor is placed in a doorway or by the bedside and when motion is detected, a silent wireless signal is sent to the caregiver pager up to 300 ft away.

Caregiver Alerted by Pager
The Caregiver Pager is pocket-sized and light-weight; giving caregivers the freedom they need.

Place it where you need it
The Motion Sensor may be placed almost anywhere to achieve optimal detection coverage. The Exit Alarm can be placed next to the bed or by a doorway and when the sensor field detects movement, the pager is activated - notifying the caregiver.

Key Features:
- Quiet - No alarming monitors
- Easy to set up - insert batteries and it’s ready to use
- Pocket sized pager - Easy to carry
- Exit Alarm can be placed by bed or doorway to monitor residents’ activities
- Pager: Battery Operated (2-AA)
- Motion Sensor: Battery Operated (3-AA)
- Optional AC Adapter (AC-04)
Monitor Eliminates The Need to Check Dates on Sensor Pads

No More F-Tag Violations!

Automatically Tracks Pad Life
The TL-2100CP automatically tracks pad life so caregivers no longer have to write dates on pads. The Monitor counts down the days the pad has been in use and the Check Pad Light will illuminate 10 days prior to pad expiration. A short beep will also alert caregivers that it’s time to change pad. When used with Timed Bed & Chair pressure pads, this monitor will not only save time and staff resources, but also ensure your F-Tag Compliance!

Intuitive & Easy-To-Use
Monitor can be placed at the bedside or on a wheelchair and connected to a corded sensor pad. The sensor pad is placed under the resident and when the resident gets up and pressure is removed from the pad, the monitor will sound alerting the caregiver. Monitor will automatically reset when pressure is re-applied to the connected sensor unit.

Patented TamperProof™ Technology
This monitor has been designed with an optional TamperProof Setting which, when enabled, requires caregivers to use the provided Caregiver Key to reset the alarm. This prevents resident tampering and ensures that only the designated caregiver can silence alerts.

Key Features:
- Automatically counts down days pad is in use and sends alert when pad life is near expiration.
- Includes Patented TamperProof™ Caregiver Key. Only the caregiver can turn monitor off.
- Auto-Reset Functionality.
- Nurse Call System Enabled.
- Battery Operated (3-AA, Not Included).
- Optional AC Power Adapter (AC-05).

TL-2100CP
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Lowest cost fall prevention monitor on the market!

Full-Function / Great Value!
The Smart Caregiver TL-2100B Monitor is a Full-Function, Low Cost fall alarm monitor designed for use with all Smart Caregiver Corded Pads and Mats. This is a high quality product at a great, everyday value.

Auto-Reset Function
Monitor can be placed at the bedside or wheelchair, connected to a corded sensor pad. The sensor pad is placed under the resident. When the resident gets up and pressure is removed from the pad, the monitor will sound alerting the caregiver. When pressure is re-applied to the pad, the monitor will automatically silence and reset for use.

Monitor can be set to silent
Monitor can be set to silent when using an existing nurse call system and additional nurse call cord.

Key Features:
- Adjustable volume control – Monitor can be set to silent if used with existing nurse call system.
- Auto-Reset: Monitor automatically resets when pressure is re-applied to connected pad or mat.
- Nurse call port – connects monitor directly to existing nurse call system.
- Low battery & status indicator lights.
- Battery Operated (1-9Volt, Not Included).
- Optional AC Power Adapter (AC-02).
Reduce Risk of Falls, Increase Caregiver Freedom
Use quiet monitor with wireless signal to pager

Reduce alarm noise in room!
The monitor can be set to silent to reduce in-room alarm noise. When a resident attempts to get up, a silent wireless signal is sent to a caregiver pager or central nurse’s station.

Flexible & Versatile
The wireless fall alarm is designed to work with Corded Bed & Chair Sensor Pads, Floor Mats, Quick-Release Seat Belts, Pagers, Emergency Call Lights, Nurse Call Cords and Central Monitoring Units. This monitor allows caregivers the flexibility to monitor residents based on their unique needs.

Increase caregiver freedom!
Caregiver can attend to other duties and receive an alert with use of a pager when someone is getting up from a bed, a chair, or approaching an exit.

Key Features:
- Monitor sends quiet wireless signal to pager for noise-free caregiver notification.
- Call Button on front of monitor.
- Works with existing nurse call system.

TL-2016 Quiet Wireless Fall Monitor
TL-2016P Caregiver Pager
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Low Cost Quiet, Wireless Fall Prevention Alarm

No Cords! Place monitor where you need it!

Low Cost Solution
The Economy CordLess® Exit Alarm provides affordable and effective cord-free wireless monitoring with a range up to 300 ft. Ideal for home or small facility use.

Easy To Use
The Economy CordLess® Exit Alarm is simple-to-use and works with all 433 CordLess® Sensor Pads & Mats, Nurse Call Buttons, and Motion Sensors. Monitor is light-weight and can be paired with up to six (6) wireless components to serve as a portable caregiver alert.

Remove Noise From The Room
Monitor can be mounted away from the bed, removing in-room alarm noise and reducing entanglements and tripping hazards. Adjustable volume and gentle chime alert won’t startle residents and offers QUIETER fall prevention.

Key Features:
- Affordable & effective wireless monitoring
- Easy set up and operation
- Works with all 433 CordLess® Sensor Pads & Mats, Nurse Call Buttons, and Motion Sensors
- Monitor up to six (6) components with one alarm
- Adjustable volume – low, medium and high volume adjustment and gentle chime setting
- Battery Operated (3-C, Not Included)
- Optional AC Power Adapter (AC-04)
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Wireless Multi-Channel Central Monitoring Unit

Monitor multiple residents from one central location

Eliminate In-Room Alarm Noise
The Smart Caregiver 433-CMU Central Monitoring Unit allows you to monitor multiple Wireless sensor units from one central location, such as a Nurses’ Station. This eliminates bothersome in-room alarm noise & significantly reduces the tripping hazards associated with corded units.

Know Who Needs Help
Upon activation, the Central Monitor alerts audibly and the display visually indicates which resident originated the alarm. At a glance, this provides caregivers with the detailed information they need to protect their patient population.

Real Time Pager Notification
The Central Monitor communicates instantaneously with any number of 433-Pager Units, and upon activation, the pager audibly alerts and LCD screen displays which sensor unit activated the alert. This enables caregivers to attend to their traditional duties yet be alerted in real time that a resident needs assistance.

Expandable
The Central Monitor is designed to work with all 433 Wireless Call Systems and Components (i.e. Bed Pads, Chair Pads, Floor Mats, Motion Sensors, and Nurse Call Buttons) allowing you to customize your fall prevention system to meet your unique needs.

Key Features:
- Alarms audibly & visually at central location and portable caregiver pager(s).
- Capable with all 433 Wireless Components.
- 40 & 60 Channel Capacity Models available.
- Range up to 300 ft.
- Systems may be pre-programmed prior to delivery or easily re-programmed using the provided instructions.
- Battery Operated (4-C, Not Included)
- Included AC Power Adapter (AC-04)
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